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Abstract 

Noise removal, a crucial step is in systems of digital image processing. Though many 

algorithms are derived for noise removal there is no single algorithm for all types of noise 

removal. Discrete wavelet transformation has some disadvantages such as it is 

computationally intensive, shift variance etc. to resolve this challenge, a research proposal  

method is designed using dual complex wavelet transform algorithm which is far better than 

the old methods and produces good results. DWT gives extend to Dual-tree complex 

wavelet transform (DTCWT). Computation of every signal is done along DTCWT complex 

transform. Each wavelet implements a threshold value, the coefficient value that are greater 

than threshold value of the coefficients are stored (Lesser are ignored). Then it is passed to 

many filters to remove different types of noises. Finally an enhanced image with reduced 

noise will be obtained.  Image with noise could be improvised in quality of visual; it simply 

changes the coefficients with the help of soft-thresholding method. Noises of additive , 

Speckle, multiplicative and Gaussian and its factors affect images in ultrasound, which 

minimize the image quality and effects the human interpretation. So, DTCWT based 

thresholding approach helps to minimize the noise rate considerably for the provided US 

image. The experimental result confirms that the proposed approach provides better 

performance with respect to higher PSNR, SSIM and lower MSE, execution time rather than 

the previous Fisz transformation and DWT methods. 

  

Keywords; Ultrasound imaging, Data-driven denoising, soft thresholding, additive noise, 

multiplicative noise 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, medical analysis are widely used along 

ultrasound Images[1]-[3]. This modality of image 

processing in field of medical provides familiar 

imaging technique for diagnostic analysis due to the 

inherent feature of the noninvasiveness. Other 

advantages of less expenses, portability and less 

time consumption are favored mechanism of 

Ultrasound imaging in generating images [4]-[6]. 

Research in this area has gained momentum in the 

recent past due to the fact that this imaging 

methodology is preferred by many a 

clinician/physician for diagnostic imaging though 

several methodologies are existing like 

Computerized Tomography technique (CT) and 
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MRI Techniques (Uses strong magnetic fields). Ever 

growing curiosity within researchers is getting 

explored to get benefit of ultrasound imaging [7]-[9] 

in the low income countries as a commercially 

available premier diagnostics tool. In Ultrasound 

imaging the primary factor that is of concern is 

image quality [10]-[11]. The interpretation and 

examination of images in ultrasound are hampered 

seriously via presence of dominant unwanted pixels 

called speckle. Numerous efforts are in place to 

augment these imagery in reason of receiving 

legitimate along with satisfactory data in verdict 

[12]- [14]. 

In medical ultrasound imaging, a continual 

challenge that troubled many radiologists over the 

years is noise. Noise in ultrasound is integrated into 

the objects in the image making it difficult to obtain 

improved image quality for viewing [15]. Denoising 

is often an indispensable preprocessing step to be 

performed before exploiting the acquired data [16]. 

The existence of stain [17] in medical images of 

ultrasound makes interpretation and diagnosis an 

uphill task. Thus a large set of despeckling 

algorithms are proposed for analysis of ultrasound 

images. Spatial filters [18] reduce the effects of 

image noise by smoothing, resulting in a major side 

effect called blur. computational fluid dynamics, 

partial differential equations of several 

methodologies influences various new algorithms 

along methods of level set, and methodologies of 

entire variation [19], nonlinear isotropic and 

anisotropic diffusion which claim to preserve the 

image edges. Filters for removing impulse along 

with local adaptive filtering for removing white as 

well as mixed noises are combined to form Mixed 

algorithms [18] [14] are proposed. Edge detection of 

high resolution images with different methods of 

clustering also studied[28]-[32]. Images in medical 

field are get reduced with noise via digital filters 

(FIR or IIR), adaptive filtering (wiener filter), linear 

filtering, and median filtering are proposed in 

literature extensively and effectively [20]-[21]. 

Recent literature shows the use of wavelet domain 

for effectively de-noising medical images [22]-[23]. 

in wavelet domain , Soft and hard thresholding has 

successfully been applied by many researchers for 

noise elimination. In this work, proposal of adaptive 

thresholding based DTCWT are done to enhance 

better denoising images, the soft threshold method is 

introduced. It helps to minimize the noise rate 

considerably for the provided US image. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Transiting ultrasonic waves to the body from probes 

is common in US Medical imaging system. On 

propagation, several tissues get function and get 

reflect back on scattering towards transducers. 

Electrical impulses are attained from the echoes that 

provide radio-frequency (RF) signals and in turn 

extract the density and echo strength on creating US 

images. The amplitude values and the scatters 

locations produce US image. Post processing of 

signals RF is displayed. Suppression of high-

frequency carrier is enveloped by demodulation step 

process. The perception from human visual is not 

enough with attained signal as the dynamic range. 

III. NOISES IN US IMAGES 

Multiplicative Noise 

Need to recognize the sufficient noise model, is a 

significant challenge in establishing the novel 

methods for denoising ultrasound images. After 

demodulation step, Gaussian noise is not present 

anywhere in magnitude distribution. Like imaging of 

SAR, models of multiplicative noise are growing. 

For successful US imaging, in addition to filters of 

Anisotropic diffusion several filters are developed in 

these model. speckle noise statistics are included in 

account of SRAD (speckle-reducing-anisotropic-

diffusion) [24], with OSRAD (Oriented Version) 

[25], in addition with currently filters for  memory-

driven [26]. 

Speckle noises 

Speckle noises are the most common issue here, 

which is produced by the non-homogenous structure 
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of the tissues. Details as well as edge definitions in 

ultrasound images, gets degraded due to this noise. 

Additive Noise 

The log compression leads to the final Ultrasound 

image visualized on the scanner isn’t considered in 

the Multiplicative noise models. A easy resolution 

are focused on removing of various signal and noise 

removal. Hence, the multiplicative-noise model is 

transformed towards an additive signal-independent 

noise model, in the logarithmic compression step: 

v=u+ε    (1) 

Where v is the observation factor, u is the unknown 

image value and ε is a random noise component.  

Wavelet-based strategies manages these kind of 

model contingent upon the idea of ε. For instance: 

consider that “is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise” 

which leads AWGN models that perfectly suits the 

classical wavelet thresholding approaches. In [27] 

indicated that under model (1) and logarithmic 

transformations, the wavelet coefficients of the 

noise-component have non-Gaussian statistics, 

which is explained by some alpha stable 

distributions & Wavelet thresholding customized for 

such a situation. 

Gaussian noise 

Gaussian noise (speckle noise’s model) computes 

the mean and SD accordingly with PSNR from 

image of ultrasound, with help of the proposed 

linear model for Gaussian noise estimation and 

removal. Insufficient performance of most de-

speckling algorithms happens in the white Gaussian 

noise due to the additive noise. Factors like noises of 

sensor, electronic circuit that maximize noise of 

Gaussian as either bad light or maximum 

temperature. 

Salt & pepper noise 

Transmission of data causing Errors is termed as 

Salt and pepper noise. In single case, data dropout 

noise appears on simple single cases and value are 

set to 0 or nearer 0.  

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The quality of image is improved by denoising 

method to filter noise significantly. Noises like 

Gaussian, pepper salt, additive and multiplicative 

are handled significantly through method proposed.   

A. Dual tree complex wavelet 

transform(DTCWT) 

The primary subsections of 2D dual tree wavelet are 

complex transform of 2D wavelet addition with 

transform of real 2D wavelet. The image data are 

crucially denoised safely by discarding noisy data. 

transform of Real Dual tree complex wavelet are 

expandable twice as transform of complex Dual tree 

complex wavelet are four times expandable [3]. 

Upper and lower complex wavelet transform are 

considered as real or authentic and imaginary part 

complex wavelet transform accordingly. Both 

authentic and complex wavelets will give wavelets 

in six different directions. Image fusion is one of the 

important advantages of DTCWT. Figure 1 is the 

block diagram of 3 levels DTCWT. two sampled 

separable 2D DWT  support applying of Real 2D 

dual tree wavelet transform in parallel and four 

sampled separable 2D DWT in parallel support 

complex 2D wavelet transform. But both are using 

wavelets in six different directions. The addition and 

subtraction of every pair are computed along its sub 

bands 
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Fig 1. Analysis phase of DTCWT 

 

Fig 2. Synthesis phase of DTCWT 

Local adaptive image denoising. Input and output 

are taken from image and binary image respectively. 

Usually there are some dissimilarity in images of 

noisy and clear along pixel value holding value of 

threshold. If the values are lesser than the threshold 

value then it is removed. Likewise smaller threshold 

values are eliminated, to yield better image. In 

wavelet thresholding, image can be decomposed into 

high frequency and the sub bands of low frequency 

and are approximated through hard and soft 

thresholding [4]. 

 

B. Proposed Algorithm for denoising 

Improving the image quality for visualisation and 

analysis by eliminating the bad factors to recover the 

useful information from the degraded image is 

important [5].The proposed DTCWT used to remove 

noise in an image is as follows:  

Step 1: examine source image  

Step 2: Apply hybrid median filtering in noisy 

image  

2.1 3 X3 sub masks are used  

2.2 median value determines incoming pixel value  

2.3 remove multi-type of noises  

Step 3: Read enhanced image.  

Step 4: Apply wavelet transform with dual tree 

complex  

4.1 calculate forward dual tree DWT  

4.2 At the analysis stage, a Hilbert transformer is 

applied both real and imaginary part of wavelet 

transform.  

4.3 on renovation stage, renovated real and 

imaginary trees are added up to outputs and in the 

another direction subtract results from results of 

signals image.  

4.4 calculate the magnitude of complex co-efficient  

4.5 calculate the inverse wavelet transform  

Step 5: Apply local adaptive thresholding technique  

5.1 level adaptive threshold selection  

5.2 on value of threshold is greater than pixel value 

replace black pixel and  on value of threshold is 

lesser than pixel value replace white pixel  

Step 6: Extract a denoised image as output  

In this research, a hybrid median filter has been 

implemented in the original image to produce 

enhanced image. Multi-type noise can be reduced at 
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this level. Dual tree complex wavelet transform are 

formed along enhanced image. In formulation the 

DTCWT is complex pair of real and imaginary 

discrete wavelet transform trees [6]. Finally, 

enhanced image is applied with local adaptive image 

denoising method. achromatic plane influence HVS 

on any changes unlike chromatic plane [7]. Analysis 

and synthesis filters are well discussed by Kingsbury 

provide a perfect reconstruction analysis and 

synthesis filter banks for image denoising with 

critically-sampled for discrete wavelet shrinkage [8]. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

We assume an cancer tumor Ultrasound liver images 

for our research work. The proposed research work 

is implemented using MATLAB. Initially, US 

database images are tested and trained. In training 

process, 10 normal images and 10 disease images. 

The main dataset samples are collected from 

https://sonographictendencies.wordpress.com/2017/

07/30/hepatic-steatosis-fatty-liver/. Peak Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE)  

are categorical types  

MSE 

Computation of input image on median value of 

squared intensity as well image of output as 

represented in (1) of pixels. 

MSE=1/NM ∑_(m=0)^(M-1)▒∑_(n=0)^(N-

1)▒〖e〖(m,n)〗^2 〗         (13) 

 Images of deformed in addition to source 

image are differentiated by e(m,n)  

PSNR 

 image quality is measured depending upon the two 

images’ pixel space represents Signal–to-noise ratio 

[3]. quality of reconstructed image against source 

image offer SNR measure as given in (2) 

PSNR=10log s^2/MSE           (14) 

In an 8-bit image, s is assigned 255. The PSNR with 

base of SNR holds maximum possible value and 

pixel values. 

 SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Metric)  

On value equal or nearer zero, the unstable results 

are produced by Universal image quality index Q. 

several sized windows of image are measured by 

SSIM index. windows x and y are measured as with 

unique size N×N is: 

SSIM 

(x,y)=((2μ_x+μ_y+c_1)(2σ_xy+c_2))/((μ_x^2+μ_y^

2+c_1)(σ_x^2+σ_y^2+c_2))                   (15) 

average values are μ_x, μ_y, and variance σ_x^2 

σ_y^2 for x and y respectively. The covariance σ_xy 

weak denominator are stabilised by two variables 

c_2=〖(k_2 L)〗^2 and c_1=〖(k_1 L)〗^2 pixel values 

as range  dynamically range with k_1 is 0.01 and 

k_2  is 0.03 is set for default.  

Dataset Description 

figure 3 represents data input of the ultrasonic 

image. 

 

Figure 3: Image of Input Dataset 
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Figure 4DTCWT Image 

the resultant image is represented in Figure 4 along 

adaptive thresholding based Dual tree complex 

wavelet transform approach 

 

Figure 5 PSNR Comparison 

The PSNR comparison results among the proposed 

DTCWT, and ITWTM, existing DWT and Fisz 

transformation were given in Fig:3. PSNR value is 

maximum in proposed method against existing 

approaches. From the experimental results, it 

confirmed that proposed DTCWT acquire high 

PSNR pointing the good reconstructed image 

 

Figure 6 MSE comparison 

The MSE performance comparison results among 

the proposed DTCWT, and ITWTM,existing DWT 

and Fisz transformation is given in fig.6. It explains 

that the proposed method has less value of MSE. 

From the experimental output, it is confirmed that 

the proposed DTCWT acquire less MSE pointing 

the good reconstructed image. The significance of 

the proposed work lies in the probability of reducing 

the rates for which the image quality remains 

acceptable. 
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Figure 7 SSIM Comparison 

The SSIM performance comparison results between 

proposed algorithm, and ITWTM, existing DWT 

and Fisz transformation is given in Fig 7, where the 

proposed method has high and good value of SSIM. 

From the experimental output it is confirmed that 

the proposed DTCWT acquire better SSIM value 

when compared with the existing methods. The 

reason behind this is that the proposed quincunx 

transform has the least redundancy.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

This proposal research develops algorithm for image 

denoising algorithm which proves in efficient than 

older algorithms. This method is combination of 

hybrid filtering over a noisy image, applies DTCWT 

filter banks over enhanced image and finally 

applying local adaptive thresholding over the image 

samples. The proposed method is applied on 

enhanced image, hence proved to have less amount 

of noise and able to achieve better improvements in 

the PSNR values. This method preserves edges in an 

image and maintains the visual quality of an image. 

The expanded wing proves apt noise model for 

enforcing the real data. The noise is eliminates 

considerably and it performs higher with respect to 

PSNR, SSIM and lower MSE, execution time for 

entire value of noise level. Hence it gives better US 

denoising performance when compared with the 

previous approaches. Future enhancement must 

focus on adaptive signals methods along higher 

sparsity. 
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